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LiveVox Call and Screen Recording Capabilities

A fully-integrated solution to provide you with complete visibility on agent-customer interactions 
and help you to drive performance, quality, and compliance in your contact center.

AT A GLANCE:

1

COMMON COMPLIANCE AND PERFORMANCE 
MONITORING CONCERNS IN TODAY’S 
CONTACT CENTER

THE LIVEVOX WAY:

Call recordings alone provide only limited 
insights into agent interactions in a digital, 
multichannel environment

Complete visibility on 100% of agent 
interactions via synchronized screen, call,  
and multichannel recordings

Slow, complicated interaction monitoring and 
feedback processes due to siloed solutions

Unified platform allows managers to search, 
play, and report on multichannel interactions

Remote agents’ behavior is difficult to monitor, 
resulting in compliance and performance risks

Managers have eyes and ears on all 
interactions no matter where agents are,  
with ability to drop in on calls

Lack of visibility into agent workflows, 
application usage, and PCI data management

Easily uncover workflow inefficiencies and 
see how agents are using applications  
and handling data

CALL AND SCREEN
RECORDING

Agent Experience

Risk Mitigation Ease of Use
“Eyes and ears” view of 100% of agent-
customer interactions and after-call work

Unified within the LiveVox platform offering 
high reliability, rapid deployment, and 
easy integration with other capabilities

Effortlessly search and retrieve synchronized 
call and screen recordings for review Interaction data available in LiveVox Quality 

Management intraday for easy analysis 
and evaluation

Record and play back within a unified 
platform with no need for risky data 
transfers between siloed systems

Simple recording management system 
with full desktop capture, dual-monitor 
compatibility, and cloud storage

Capture payments securely with manual and 
API-driven pause and resume functionality

Access recordings for analysis via any 
HTML5-enabled browser — no need for 
proprietary software

Uncover and improve on inefficient 
workflows

Identify and address training and 
development needs

Easily utilize synchronized recordings 
for agent feedback and team training

Customer Experience
Monitor and analyze 100% of interactions 
and use the insight to iterate towards better 
customer outcomes

Utilize screen recordings to improve 
agent workflows and power faster 
resolutions and a smoother  
customer experience
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Full Capabilities and Features

LiveVox’s Call and Screen Recording in action
Effortlessly view and use synchronized call and screen recordings

Reporting
Analyze call and recording data 
alongside other key metrics with 
a unified data reporting platform

Voice
Record, store and play back 
100% of voice interactions

Playback Option
Recordings can be played back 
effortlessly and leveraged as 
training resources

Digital Channels
Full interaction capture 
regardless of channel

Extended Storage
Store as many calls as you need 
and choose your own auto-
delete timeframe

Speaker Separation
Clear agent / customer 
differentiation in call transcripts 
and when using speech analytics 

Screen Recording
Full desktop capture of entire 
interaction plus post-call wrap-up 
work, across multiple monitors 
and applications

Redaction
Ensure confidential customer 
information is kept that way

Security
Encrypted interactions stored 
and played back on one unified, 
security platform


